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Financial Action Learning System
A sustainable methodology for client empowerment and 

responsible financial service provision
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What is Responsible Finance?
• a way of doing business – a never-ending process of adapting 

your products, processes and policies to keep your clients at 
the center’.  CGAP

• offering financial services in an accountable, transparent and 
ethical manner. By definition, responsible finance must focus 
on financial service providers, (their practices, what they do 
or do not do) and on clients, (mainly aimed at improving their 
capacities to access and use high quality financial services). 
(International Finance Group)
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Main pillars
• Consumer Protection Regulation: Supporting industry-wide customer 

protection regulation around principles of transparency; responsible 
pricing; fair and respectful treatment of clients; privacy of client data; 
mechanisms for complaint resolution; and financial education and 
awareness programs.

• Financial Institutions Self-regulation: Embedding responsible finance 
practices into business functions across strategy and governance, 
customer acquisition and relationship management, product design and 
delivery channels, processes and risk management, and financial 
education.

• Financial Education: Building capacity of end clients through broad-based 
financial awareness, financial literacy and financial education programs at 
the sector level and through financial institutions.”

February 2017Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International Finance Group “The enduring global financial crisis underscores IFC’s commitment to advance responsible finance across three pillars: Consumer Protection Regulation: Supporting industry-wide customer protection regulation around principles of transparency; responsible pricing; fair and respectful treatment of clients; privacy of client data; mechanisms for complaint resolution; and financial education and awareness programs.Financial Institutions Self-regulation: Embedding responsible finance practices into business functions across strategy and governance, customer acquisition and relationship management, product design and delivery channels, processes and risk management, and financial education. Financial Education: Building capacity of end clients through broad-based financial awareness, financial literacy and financial education programs at the sector level and through financial institutions.” 
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What is FALS?
a client-led multi-stakeholder methodology that 

brings women, youth and men clients and 
financial service providers (FSPs) together as 

partners in developing and delivering empowering 
and financially sustainable products and services. 

Core tool:
• Responsible Finance Memorandum of 

Understanding (RFMOU) stating client financial 
plan on a Financial Management Calendar and 
FSP responsibilities for win-win partnership 

Based on systemic integration of:
• client financial empowerment methodology
• participatory product design and market 

research 
• social performance management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The underlying idea is that adaptations of the same simple diagram tools used by FSPs and their clients can be a cost-effective and financially sustainable way of promoting communication, mutual understanding and maximising ‘win-win’ for empowerment and sustainability.  FALS can be implemented in any type of financial service provider (FSP) which has an interest in contributing to development as well as making profits. FALS can be integrated in different ways, with different entry points, depending on an FSP’s existing activities and the capacities and needs of existing and/or potential clients. The tools can be used as part of any organisation’s market research process and/or on an ongoing basis by micro-finance clients themselves as a continual input to participatory product development. They can be used in different ways by staff (eg as part of application processes and/or group facilitation) and/or clients (eg as part of group meetings or self-study/user groups) as an input to Social Performance Management. At the same time the tools and facilitation processes are designed to increase clients’ understanding of their situation and financial literacy and hence are an empowerment process in themselves. 
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Evolution of FALS
Started with Participatory Action Learning System (PALS) in 1998
• Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation: 

PLA, Appreciative Enquiry, Most Significant Changes (DFID)
• Group empowerment methodology for microfinance: REFLECT, Pictorial diaries, 

small business training (Action Aid, ILS, DFID)
• Small business training in Uganda and India (Trickle Up) and TWIN UK
• Gender training for Microfinance Pakistan, India, Sudan and Latin America (ICCO, 

CARE, UNIFEM, ILO, MicroCredit Summit, USAID, Aga Khan Foundation, Hivos, Oxfam 
Novib and SNV)

• Gender mainstreaming in VCD Kenya and Ethiopia (ILO) and Oxfam Novib/IFAD 
GENVAD in Uganda Rwanda and Nigeria, Ethiopia horticulture chains SNV

• Local Economic Development in Burkina Faso, Benin and Mali (SDC)
• Happy Family Happy Coffee: integration of GALS and technical training  Hivos

and Ecom Trading Tanzania, work with Nestle in Cote d’Ivoire
• Leadership and Governance: coffee and horticulture cooperatives in Tanzania 

(Hivos and Comic Relief) and Ethiopia (SNV)
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Win-Win 
Cycle

Client financial empowerment
• Financial education for livelihood 

improvement
• Gender and generational empowerment
• Pyramid peer sharing in families and 

communities for network strengthening

Sustainable FSPs
• Less time and cost wasted chasing 

bad debts
• Happier staff
• SPM justifies ethical branding
• Profitable and sustainable expansion 

to reliable and loyal  clients

• Identification of 
better and more 
profitable 
products

• Ability to use 
and repay more 
profitable 
products

• Ability to bring 
in more reliable 
clients

• Better partnership 
with clients

• Client Protection 
Guidelines

• Thriving economic 
environment for 
new businesses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client empowerment is important not only for clients and their families, but also for FSPs themselves. Poverty and lack of empowerment means that clients are unable to use and manage more profitable products. Irresponsible provision of loans, bad savings and insurance products are not only bad for clients but are also very inefficient for the FSP leading to high costs in chasing up bad debts and savings/insurance contributions. In some contexts like India, Bolivia and large urban centres elsewhere clients may become overindebted to different FSPs all seeking the same ‘profitable’ target client group. Increasing access of large numbers of clients in the same markets may lead to market saturation, increased prices for inputs and decreased prices for products. This disadvantages not only clients, but other poorer women and men dependent on these same markets. Recently ‘the financial bubble’ produced by irresponsible banking has burst leading to global economic recession.
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Key features
• starts with client visions and plans for contribution of savings, 

credit and insurance to businesses and sustainable livelihoods
• intra-household strategies to change gender and generational 

inequalities 
• client financial plan/contract tracked in own individual 

pictorial diaries in cheap notebooks that they buy
• upscaled by local champions through peer sharing in groups 

and/or individual ‘relational marketing paid by new clients
• participatory product improvement from qualitative 

questioning and statistical analysis of savings and loan 
performance with clients, and exit data

• SPM uses tracking of intrahousehold changes
• client protection guidelines based on lessons learned
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FALS is client-led and empowering in that it starts with the visions, aspirations and strategies of women and men clients in relation to their households and livelihoods. This includes mainstreaming analysis of intrahousehold relations and gender inequalities as an integral part of livelihood development and financial planning for both women and men. The tools can be used independently by people who cannot read and write as well as FSP staff and academic researchers. Clients keep their own individual diaries in ordinary A4 exercise books which they themselves buy, together with coloured pens.  They use these diaries to analyse, implement and track strategies for livelihood development and empowerment. The methodology is upscaled mainly through peer learning in client support networks and microfinance groups with minimal FSP facilitation beyond initial capacity-building in the methodology. Women and men clients design their own pictorial manuals to teach others the tools they themselves have found most useful. They share their strategies and the methodology with others in their households and communities whom they have a personal interest in helping. They also share what they have learned in group meetings, community, religious and local government meetings. The peer trainers with the best track record become community trainers paid from the FSP increased profits to train in new groups outside their own support networks.  Once established FALS becomes the basis for ‘relational marketing’ of products as a means of recruiting new reliable and financially empowered clients at minimal cost to the FSP. The finished diagrams are used as business plans and product contracts between clients with FSPs integrated into application processes for products. Clients are required to produce these on an ongoing basis as a condition of continuing access to products, but also as a financial learning process for their own empowerment and livelihood development. New clients are also required to provide these financial plans – learning from friends, relatives, other existing clients or simple pictorial pamphlets. The main ongoing costs are expansion to potentially excluded clients and communities through paid community trainers with a strong record of effective volunteer training.
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Client financial 
empowerment tools

Tool 3: 
Happy Family Tree
Tool 4: 
Business Finance Tree

Tool 7: Financial Planning 
Multilane Calendar 
Savings and loan contract

Tool 6: 
Financial 
Management 
Challenge 
Action Tree

Tool 1: Vision 
Tool 2: Vision 
Journey for 
Happy Family 
and Business

Tool 5: Financial 
Resources Map8 modules : 7 tools plus 

recap, facilitation practice 
and peer sharing plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The core of the FALS methodology are the client financial management tools. These are a simplified and streamlined equivalent of other financial literacy and business training, mainstreaming intra-household change strategies. These are tools that enable clients to:clearly identify what they are wanting to achieve and basic plan (Tool 1 Happy Family VJ to Business VJ or Multilane Livelihood VJ)their existing opportunities and constraints for their business or (in the case of consumption savings and loans) wider lievlihoods, including changes they need to make in relations with other household members (Tools 2 Happy Family/Household Efficiency/Gender Balance Tree, Tool 3 Business/Livelihood Financial Flow Tree, Tool 4 Financial Resources Circle Map, Tool 5 Financial Management CAT summasises 2 – 4 on one diagram and identifies solutions and action commitments)the role of financial services in complementing and contributing to other resources (tracked on each tool)how and when they will have savings and how to ensure money for loan repayment (Tool 6 a month wise multilane version of Tool 1 incorporating all the opportunities, challenges and commitments from Tools 2-4, with lanes for savings and loan repayment/insurance premiums) 
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Tool 1: Happy Family Vision 
and role of financial services

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux

Step 1: Happy Family Vision

Step 2:  Role of financial services

Step 3: Soulmate sharing

Step 4: Group vision drawing

Step 5: Plenary 

Step 6: My financial needs

February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tool 1: Happy Family VisionFinancial services are a means to wealth creation and development, not an end in itself. Wealth creation is in turn a means to empowerment, happiness and well-being for the family and community and not an end in itself. But these things are also linked – if the family is happy there will be more wealth and ability to use, rather than be trapped by, financial services. If the community is happy, then families also thrive.Step 1 Visioning a Happy Life: Where do we want to go? What does your life look like if you dream of yourself as happy? What do you look like? What does your family look like? What does your community look like? What things do you have?Step 2 Role of financial services In this happiness, what things grow of themselves that you do not need more money for and/or are an investment? (eg small livestock?) Who in the family has savings? What is the role of savings? Who in the family has savings? What is the role or credit? For what exactly? What is the role of insurance? (the facilitator promotes a discussion on the different types and examples, stressing that credit is also debt and that investment can also be a form of savings – we will look at advantages and disadvantages of each later) Decide a symbol for each of these things and draw or ring the relevant things in your vision.Step 3 Soulmate sharingParticipants share their visions and decide who has the most similar vision to their own. They form a group with those people.Step 4 Group visioningEach group does a group drawing to capture the view of everybody.Step 5 Plenary and facilitator wrap upKey things to be stressed by the facilitator drawing on/adding to the discussion:Gender issues in the family – who saves? Who takes loans? Who benefits? Reinforcing the idea of men’s responsibility for the household and sharing and cooperation between household members.Investment can also be a form of savings Savings (and/or coop shares) are a form of securityCredit is also debt and that any loans need to be used wiselyStep 6 My financial needsRevisit the original drawing – how much savings, how much loan, what can I invest?Use of the outputsThis tool is mostly for:icebreaking and developing drawing skillspromoting engagement and participation – including sharing between women, men and youthraising some basic issues around why people want financial servicesmove the discussion away from just demands for low interest credit and towards importance of responsible finance management by clientslook at some of the differences between women, youth and men as the basis for later work on product development.It is useful to have this tool at some point as part of a multistakeholder workshop – with FSP staff doing their own visions.
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Tool 2: Financial Planning 
Vision Journey

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux

Step 1: Vision
Step 2: Current situation and road lines
Step 3: Opportunities and challenges (at 
least 10 challenges and in-depth risk analysis)
Step 4: 1 year target and milestones or 
calendar months
Step 5: Actions and achievements at each 
stage
Step 6: Tracking: Opportunities, challenges 
and progress from milestone to milestone 
tracked over time

This is:
• refined for Tool 6 Financial Planning 

Calendar
• achievements and progress fed into SPM 

and product improvement 

February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tool 2 Business/Livelihood Vision JourneyMoving towards the Happy Family Vision requires careful planning, step by step and managing finances. This next tool starts with a simple plan for one thing that will then be analysed and worked through to a detailed financial calendar by Tool 8. select one element of you vision that you think it is possible to progress in about 1 year and that you would contribute savings and/or loans towards in that time.Step 1: Vision  What is your ultimate vision for this activity? Your ultimate dream may be longer than a year.Step 2: Current situation and road lines. Where are you now in relation to that element? Are you part there already? Or starting from scratch?Step 3: Opportunities and challenges (at least 10 challenges and in-depth risk analysis). Opportunities include income earning activities that you will use as part of investment in the activity and/or savings. Loans are put as part of the risk analysis below the road.Step 4: 1 year target and milestones the milestones are drawn as circles related to key events eg festivals or harvest and do not have to be equal distance. First one should be one month, second/third and maybe 4th about 2-4 months apart. In each circle should be symbols with any relevant numbers to show amount of money or produce or eg number of bricks for a house. If people do not know their numbers, then they can use a number system like that of Bukonzo Joint (see generic GALS Facilitation Guide)Step 5: Actions between each milestone ege when are you going to deposit the savings? When will a loan be taken? When do you go to market and get a lot of money?Step 6: Financial Plan – conclusions  Ring in green the elements of you financial plan – how much will you save and when (adjust if necessary) what do you need a loan, how much and when? What opportunities do you see for investment to reduce the credit needed? What risks are you likely to face that may reduce your ability to save or to repay a loan. Put your total savings target in green in the 1 year target above the target for your vision. Put your total loan requirements in green in the 1 year target below the target for your vision.Step 6: Tracking: Opportunities, challenges and progress from milestone to milestone tracked over timeThis is:refined for Tool 6 Financial Planning Calendarachievements and progress fed into SPM and product improvement – visions that are achieved from use of specific products together with analysis of other opportunities and risksTop is a plan for a house from a farmer in Tanzania with full calculations and activity mapping. Bottom shows a Vision Journey from Ethiopia drawn after 1 day by a woman who could not read or write – note how many symbols are drawn.
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Tool 3: Achievement 
Journey

February 2017Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux

Step 1: Current situation 
and road lines
Step 2: When did I start?
Step 3: What were the 
milestones? 
Step 4: Opportunities and 
challenges (at least 10 
challenges and in-depth risk 
analysis)
Step 5: Ring key 
achievements and 
opportunities and challenges 
for future
Step 6: Transfer learning: 
Put the main things you have 
learned on your Vision 
Journey eg strategies you 
used and opportunities and 
challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clients already have experience and strategies. Before any trainer can help them improve their financial management, they need to learn from clients what these existing strategies are. Helping clients to share their real experiences and strategies is the most effective way of capacity building, builds their confidence and helps to build a sense of collective support. It also identifies very clearly exactly what extra information is needed from the FSP. The  Achievement Journey plots out how the client arrived to the current situation focusing on financial strategies and showing opportunities and challenges that may also affect them in future. Where time is short this can be substituted by a retrospective analysis later of progress on the Vision Journey.
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Tool 4  Household Efficiency 
Tree

Step 1: Trunk: who is in the family?
Step 2: Roots: who inputs what work?
Step 3: Branches: who spends what?
Step 4: Forces on the trunk: asset 
ownership and decision-making
Step 5: SMART fruits: personal change 
commitments
Step 6:Tracking of fruits: changes in 
household power relations

This tree is used to input to the middle 
part of the Financial Flow Tree and 
Challenge Action Tree and to Financial 
Management Plan.

Quantification of fruits feed into SPM.
Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also known as GALS Happy Family or Gender Balance Tree. In FALS suggest it is called Household Efficiency Tree so focus is on how division of labour can be made more efficient, and money can be saved. But still retain the gender balance analysis.Step 1: Trunk: who is in the family? Step 2: Roots: who inputs what work?Step 3: Branches: who spends what?Step 4: Forces on the trunk: assets and decision-makingStep 5: SMART fruits: personal change commitments – put on how much more money do you expect to get from changing activities? How much more do other family members get from their activities? How much money do you think you will be able to save from your expenditure changes? Step 6:Tracking of fruits: changes in household power relationsThe picture is from a young man in Ethiopia. (The rings are actually in green – locally available green pens look black)
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Tool 5  Financial Empowerment 
Map

Step 1: Me: how am I? what resources 
do I have?
Step 2: My network: who is around me, 
family, friends, groups, markets, 
institutions?
Step 3: Relationships: love, money, 
power
Step 4: Possible changes: which aspects 
do I want to change – particular 
emphasis on money flows
Step 5: Who will I share FALS with? 
People I want to help increase their 
incomes, get access to finance
Step 6: Tracking – and pyramid sharing.
This map is NOT shared with FSP. Only the 
peer sharing commitments.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This combines the GALS change leadership (or social empowerment) map but puts on more financial flows, with the Microsave financial institutions mapping.The aim is to help people strengthen their social support networks. Loans are unlikely to cover all the costs of production. The more interest-free credit people can get from their networks the better. It helps them grow faster and reduces risks for FSPs. Then people can use and absorb more profitable larger loans. They should also spread risk.This is a confidential personal map as it may contain very sensitive information. But people should identify where they might get what resources from, and how much. So they are clear exactly what they can save and access, and what they need to borrow.Where and with whom is it best to keep savings? Profits? Put on actual amounts of money. Which relationships could you reduce money? How much? Which debts cost the most? Where do you think you could get more income or interest-free loan, or balancing loan? How much? Add up the totals – it is these that are shared. Together with numbers of people who you could share the methodology with.THIS IS A PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL PLAN
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Tool 5  Financial FlowTree

Step 1: Trunk what is the business, how 
much production, who is involved – one 
person, family, partnership.
Step 2: Roots – business inputs, 
including calculation of finance needs
Step 3: Branches what is income used 
for?
Step 4: Investment, savings and loan
Step 5: Tracking

This tree is then transferred to timed 
plan in Tool 6. And used by staff as cross 
check on Tool 6.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early version from Trickle Up US 2003. To be updated with gender mainstreaming. This tree still needs to be properly piloted to simplify and test for different activities. Picture is coffee tree from Tanzania process with private sector company, not yet quantified. In this process quantification was on the calendar – no micro-finance existed.Step 1: Trunk what is the business: top vision for production red ring green symbols (how much production, quality, quantity, gross income – not profit yet); middle of the trunk who is involved – one person, family, partnership – existing in black, new in green; bottom of the trunk current situation in black.Step 2: Roots – business inputs – with money and amounts. As much detail as possible.Left root: capital/assets, working capital – existing assets etc in black. New needed in green.Right root: marketing costs – existing in black. New in green.Middle root: human resources (gender disaggregated) existing in black. New in green. (drawing on GBT)Ring where resources are already there in black, those where finance can be got from other resources in thin green line, those where finance is needed from FSP in very thick green line.Step 3: Branches – put details and amountsLeft branch : expected income allocation for production and what will be bought.Right branch : expected income allocation for marketing and what will it be spent on Middle branch : expected income allocation for essential household costs (drawing on GBT)Step 4: Linking lines between branches and roots to show possible other investment, also savings and loan amounts.
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Tool 6  Financial Management 
Challenge Action Tree

Step 1: Trunk what is the business, how much 
production, who is involved – one person, 
family, partnership.
Step 2: Roots what are the challenges? left is 
production, right marketing, middle family
Step 3: Branches what are the solutions?
Step 4: SMART Commitment Fruits: 
summarises the concrete actions from the 
other tools
Step 5: Tracking

• The commitments and challenges are used as 
part of the timed plan in Tool 6. 

• Fruits can be tracked for SPM. 
• Same tool can be adapted for product 

development.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1: Trunk what is the business, how much production, who is involved – one person, family, partnership.Step 2: Roots what are the challenges?  left is production (from business tree), right marketing (from business tree and resource map, middle family from Household Efficiency Tree)Step 3: Branches what are the solutions? left is production (from business tree), right marketing (from business tree and resource map, middle family from Household Efficiency Tree)Step 4: SMART Commitment Fruits: summarises the concrete actions from the other toolsStep 5: Tracking
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Tool 8: Financial Planning Calendar

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tool Step 5: Financial Planning ‘multilane highway’ The wealth creation and is now revisited and transformed into a ‘multilane highway’ showing SMART timebound steps and objectives, financial services needed and opportunities and constraints from the analysis using the other tools. Progress is then tracked over time, comparing actual achievements with what was anticipated. This also forms part of a service agreement with FSPs.This diagram still needs to be fully developed. The picture is a livelihood multilane calendar onto which financial flows will be added.
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FSP level Tool 1: Responsible Finance soulmate visioning

• Step 1: Visioning Responsible Finance
– Which financial services?
– Who is included? Clients? FSP? Other?
– What is their relationship? Specific 

qualities?
– What is the benefit? To whom?

• Step 3: Soulmate sharing

• Step 4: Group vision drawing

• Step 5: Plenary 

• Step 6: My financial needs

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017
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FSP Tool 2: Social 
Empowerment Diamonds for 

SPM

For each relevant social group
• Step 1: Likes: What do you like most about 

being a man/woman/youth/ethnic or other 
social group

• Step 2: Dislikes: What do you like most about 
being a man/woman/youth/ethnic or other

• Step 3: Discussion, ranking and voting
• Step 4: What do you want most to change?
Plenary
• Feedback and establishment of common 

social justice indicators
SPM
• Can be quantified for rapid before/after 

impact assessment
• Performance can be monitored for repeat 

clients 
• All disaggregated by gender and other 

relevant  social grouping

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diamonds are a tool for establishing and prioritising locally relevant indicators. It can also combine indicators from different stakeholders into some sort of prioritised agenda for change. The indicators can be quantified from the beginning, or over time.In FALS it is used to establish gender/empowerment and/or poverty indicators and/or consensus on generic social empowerment indicators for SPM and can be used as an impact assessment tool. Once clients are experienced they can facilitate this groups and workshops without external facilitation.
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FSP level Tool 3:
Responsible Finance
WinWin Diamond

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Win-
win

Clients colour 
coded by social 
groupmen clients                                                     

FSP – can also 
be colour-coded 
eg by staff level

Colour-coded for each relevant stakeholder 
group
Step 1: Likes (top): What do you are the 
most important considerations in good 
financial services
Step 2: Dislikes (bottom): What do you 
think are the worst aspects of bad financial 
services
Step 3: Discussion, ranking and voting
Step 4: What do you want most to change?
Plenary
Feedback and establishment of common 
win-win responsible finance indicators
SPM
Can be quantified to track changes and 
improvements
Can be done for specific products
All disaggregated by gender and other 
relevant  social grouping
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FSP level Tool 4:
Responsible Finance 

Challenge Action Tree

Step 1: Trunk what is the product?
Step 2: Roots what are the challenges? left is 
clients, right is FSP, middle both
Step 3: Branches what are the solutions?
Step 4: contextual forces on the trunk. 
optional/for plenary
Step 5: SMART Commitment Fruits: 
summarises the concrete actions from the 
other tools
Step 6: Tracking

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This tool is used as part of a multi-stakeholder workshop to bring together the conclusions from the clients as input to product design by the FSP. It is done for different types of financial product, and is ongoing as part of the dialogue between FSPs and clients. It starts with separate groups of clients and FSP staff with colour-coded cards. Then brought together into a win-win tree.Group treesStep 1: Trunk what is the product – draw symbols to represent – is it savings (long term, short term etc) loan (individual, group etc), insurance, pension etc. Be specific and do different trees for as many different products as possible to get details. They can be aggregated later.Step 2: Roots what are the challenges?  left is women – one subroot for married women, one for younger women, can have another subroot for young girls. Right is for married men and youth (from business tree), middle is for both,Step 3: Branches what are the solutions? left is production (from business tree), right marketing (from business tree and resource map, middle family from Household Efficiency Tree)Step 4: SMART Commitment Fruits: summarises the concrete actions from the other toolsStep 5: TrackingWin-win treesLeft hand becomes for clients, righthand for FSPs and middle for both. Each group comes up and presents their tree, and transfers the cards to the respective root or branch.
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FSP Level Tool 5: Organisational Strategy 
Multilane Vision Journey

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be done for 4 lanes.Top Lane Product development and diversification, portfolio and profit growthMiddle Top Lane Gender/inclusion/equityMiddle Bottom Lane Client ExpansionBottom Lane Organisational actions (eg staff trainings etc)
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FALS information system

Individual client financial 
diaries

Group level recording 
and quantification Integration into SPM

Community level Organisational level

Internal assessment and 
personal transformation 

of staff

To donors

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community levelIndividual level diariesIndividual women and men in communities assess the effectiveness of their own strategies for change and how far these are assisted by the different services from an organisation. Including effectiveness of GALS tools themselves.Group level recordingAggregates individual information  and also conducts group planning and assessment as the basis for collective  learning and action.Organisational levelIntegration into SPM and any other existing activities and moments for aggregation of the group level informationSome additional quantitative and qualitative focused studies of action issues arisingInternal assessment and personal transformation of staff  and gender relations in the organisation  eg with GALS integrated into GMLT
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FALS Stages
• Stage 1: Catalyst process: 3 months: piloting the client financial

empowerment methodology with the first champions, 
establishing peer sharing structures and stakeholder awareness

• Stage 2: Financial Action Learning System: 9 months review
of the methodology, staff training and setting up of product
development and SPM integration process. Ongoing use and 
upscaling by champions.

• Stage 3: Sustainable empowerment and profitability
review, certification of first champions, client FSP 
partnership MOU, significant upscaling

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
!!UpdateStage 1: Preliminary market research and development of champions (6 half day sessions) with 50-100 clients  and 10-20 FSP staff conducted for a representative sample of client backgrounds and contexts over about 3-6 months. This stage:starts to identify client aspirations and strategies in relation to financial services and links to empowerment, gender justice and development starts to examine a range of possible products and services which could contribute to empowerment, gender justice and wider developmentestablishes the best ways of adapting the methodology to the needs of different client groups, contexts and organisational activities and capacities so it can be as empowering and financially sustainable as possible, as soon as possibledevelops the skills of a small core of clients and FSP staff as the basis for subsequent upscalingdevelops a client-designed pictorial manual and identifies potential networks and mechanisms which can be used for upscalingdevelops a staff-designed manual in local language based on the client manual and this current manual. Stage 2: Establishing the Financial Action Learning System: ongoing client financial action learning and participatory product development (6 months – 1 year). In this stage: clients involved in Stage 1 continue to plan and track using the tools for their own financial management and empowerment using A4 diaries and/or flipchartsthese clients also teach the skills to other people in their families, communities and/or groupsFSP staff monitor the process and outputs as part of extending the product market researchEconomic and social impacts are monitored and information outputs start to be fed into FSP MISMethodology is fully adapted and client-designed materials and FSP capacity building materials are finalised (though will always be updated as issues and contexts change) Stage 3: Sustainability and upscaling: integration into core financial services, SPM, organisational consumer protection and gender policies (ongoing). In this stage:Client use and upscaling of the tools continues as an empowerment processParticipatory market research continuesThe methodology is integrated into core FSP activities and servicesThe information outputs become an integral part of the MISThe learnings form the basis of a client-led consumer protection and gender policyKey priorities for ‘smart subsidies’ to further strengthen empowerment and gender justice and/or increase inclusion of any excluded groups are established.
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Country-level implementation

• Piloting in 3 different types of institutions in 
different regions to refine the models

• Finetuning the client financial empowerment 
tools so they are simple and streamlined 
enough

• Streamlining linkages between financial 
empowerment, product development, SPM 
and client protection at organisational level

February 2017Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux
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Advantages
• Integration of financial literacy, SPM, product development 

and client protection through the same tools used at 
different levels

• Facilitates mulitstakeholder engagement and client 
graduation and linkage between clients, groups and banks

• Voluntary peer training within social networks for 
exponential upscaling 

• Certification of core of proven community trainers for new 
areas paid by organisation/groups

• Then relational marketing for organisational expansion
• Aim for sustainability and even profitability after 2 years
• Enables more focused response and role for FSP staff and 

‘smart subsidies’Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The methodology is upscaled mainly through peer learning in client support networks and microfinance groups with minimal FSP facilitation beyond initial capacity-building in the methodology. Women and men clients design their own pictorial manuals to teach others the tools they themselves have found most useful. They share their strategies and the methodology with others in their households and communities whom they have a personal interest in helping. They also share what they have learned in group meetings, community, religious and local government meetings. The peer trainers with the best track record become community trainers paid from the FSP increased profits to train in new groups outside their own support networks.  Once established FALS becomes the basis for ‘relational marketing’ of products as a means of recruiting new reliable and financially empowered clients at minimal cost to the FSP. The finished diagrams are used as business plans and product contracts between clients with FSPs integrated into application processes for products. Clients are required to produce these on an ongoing basis as a condition of continuing access to products, but also as a financial learning process for their own empowerment and livelihood development. New clients are also required to provide these financial plans – learning from friends, relatives, other existing clients or simple pictorial pamphlets. The main ongoing costs are expansion to potentially excluded clients and communities through paid community trainers with a strong record of effective volunteer training.
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• Overcoming the prejudice that ‘illiterates don’t have 
a brain’

• Reinforcing the confidence of clients that they can 
manage their finances

• Maintaining the necessary momentum for change at 
household level once there are dollar signs.

• NO BLUEPRINTS

Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This third stage is about integrating FALS across all organisational activities to make it fully financially sustainable as a relational marketing and product development strategy. FALS is not ultimately a separate ‘project’ or additional cost, but the methodology, empowerment and gender messages are progressively integrated into existing activities. Empowerment and gender justice continue to be mainstreamed in the content and facilitation of all the diagram tools and participatory processes. Over time clients can use these same tools with increasing degrees of creativity and complexity as a cumulative reflexive process of client action learning, planning implementation and tracking. The Road Journey and other tools are used and tracked at individual level, then aggregated and monitored at collective levels – single and/or multistakeholder groups and organisations. The same tools can be used in different ways at different levels, tracked by FSPs over time for product development and value chain development, SPM, monitoring of consumer protection and policy advocacy. Ultimately the Financial Action Learning System produces rich quantitative and qualitative information on livelihoods and gender relations for thousands of people, and also develops participatory structures which become a sustainable input to local economic development, national economic policy, ethical supply chain management and international certification standards. Linked to other civil society and women’s organisations it starts to develop a solid and informed basis for collective action to address the multiple constraints faced by poor women and men. These macro-level linkages are a key focus of the final Stage 4 of the GALS process and discussed in more detail in GALS Manual 5. 
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• Gender and microfinance: 
http://www.gamechangenetwork.info/GenderMainstrea
ming/Financial%20services/FinancialServices.html

• GALS methodology: http://www.galsatscale.net
• PALS and GALS processes: 

http://www.gamechangenetwork.org
• Ethiopia SNV/GYEM: 

http://gamechangenetwork.org/africa/ethiopia
• Earlier GALS workshops in Nigeria: 

http://gamechangenetwork.org/africa/nigeria
• A summary page with key resources and links for the 

Nigeria process is planned for the IFAD and RUFIN 
websites. 

Financial Action Learning System          Linda Mayoux February 2017

RESOURCES

http://www.gamechangenetwork.info/GenderMainstreaming/Financial%20services/FinancialServices.html
http://www.galsatscale.net/
http://www.gamechangenetwork.org/
http://gamechangenetwork.org/africa/ethiopia
http://gamechangenetwork.org/africa/nigeria
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